CELERA HOSTED EXCHANGE

Celera Hosted Exchange: Email in the Cloud
Reliable & scalable email solutions that deliver enterprise-class capabilities without
the hardware and management overhead.
Cloud-Based Email Solutions
Email is absolutely critical to your business. Our
Hosted Email Solution delivers the best in
Microsoft Exchange without the hardware and
management requirements.
Exchange mail can
give your company
many powerful tools.
Putting them into
action can vastly
improve worker
productivity and
allow foster more
efficient collaboration
between employees.
However, without
proper set up, you can run into serious issues
with setup, migration and support. These issues
can cost your business thousands of dollars or
more in wasted productivity and IT support.
Even if your Exchange server is managed
proactively by an IT firm now – hardware,
electricity, and monthly management are all
required to keep that server up and running.
Hosting it on the Celera Networks Cloud
eliminates all of that overhead, saving you money
over the long term.

Collaboration and Accessibility
Microsoft Exchange offers enterprise capabilities
to organize and streamline communication and
collaboration
.
Enable your users to collaborate with Microsoft
Outlook and store unlimited amounts of mail with

no additional cost. Exchange hosting can vastly
increase your productivity with collaboration
tools, meeting scheduling and much more. Best
of all, your hosted Exchange server will be
configured to the industry’s best practices and
security policies and provide enterprise-class
redundancy.
Exchange allows your company to have public
folders that can be used to share files, email
templates and more. You can even share any
folder in your mailbox. With Exchange, your
employee calendars can be viewed side by side to
make it easier to schedule meetings and events.

Anywhere Access
Need access to email, contacts, and your calendar
from anywhere? Exchange has you covered.
With Celera Networks Hosted Exchange, you can
rest assured that your server is set up with the
tools necessary and the security your business
needs to be successful. Exchange provides your
workforce with the ability to check their email
securely from their mobile device (IOS, Android or
Blackberry), or from any browser using the
Webmail portal.

Features
 Hosted Email
 Hosted Synchronized Calendar
 Hosted Synchronized Contacts
 Mobile Device Synchronization
 Always up-to-date, always secure
 Mobile Device Policies
 Access Webmail securely from any
browser

 No Hardware to Manage

Benefits
 More cost effective than managing
your own Exchange Server

 Automatic mailbox backup
 Mailbox restoration is just a phone
call away

Sync your mailbox to your device and take your
office with you. If you lose your phone, don't
worry. With mobile device policies, we can wipe
the device remotely to ensure that your sensitive
data doesn't fall into the wrong hands.

 Mobile Device security—Wipe data
from a lost or stolen mobile phone

 Sync contacts straight to your
mobile device

 Built in Anti-spam filters
Contact us to learn more about Celera Hosted
Exchange today!

 Administration, Management, and
Security all managed offsite in our
datacenter

 Get the best Microsoft Exchange
benefits for a fraction of the cost
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